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A BSTRACT
We report here on applying a complementary tracking and twohanded interaction paradigm to remote medical consultation using
a mobile hand-held device. The basic idea is to track the relative
pose between the mobile device and an integrated but detachable
“patient surrogate” such as the device cover, enabling 6 DOF visualization of streaming vision-based 3D reconstructions of a remote
patient. The two-handed device/target paradigm is complementary
in that it enables 6 DOF user interaction with applications on the
device, while making the tracking problem tractable.
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I NTRODUCTION

As part of a larger research project exploring the potential of 3D
telepresence for remote medical consultation we are working on
real-time systems to allow an expert medical advisor (doctor) to
aid a remote medical advisee (technician) in the field [25, 24, 23].
The overall aim is to provide the advisor with a 3D sense of presence with the distant advisee in circumstances where time is critical,
anxiety is high, and the advisee would welcome an expert consultation for diagnosis or treatment. Such 3D telepresence has been
described as the “ultimate development in telemedicine” [16, 17].
An example of the circumstances where such consultation might
take place is illustrated in Figure 1. The left image depicts an emergency medical technician in the field with a patient, using a portable
multi-camera rig. The middle image depicts doctors at the hospital, viewing a dynamic 3D reconstruction of the patient. The right
image depicts a doctor (a critical specialist) who is away from the
hospital, viewing the dynamic 3D reconstruction of the patient using a wireless, tracked, hand-held personal digital assistant (PDA).
It is the right image in Figure 1 that is the subject of this paper.
Our goal has been to develop or adapt tracking technology and user
interface paradigms that would allow a remote doctor to use a PDA
as a “magic lens” [5, 6, 10, 13] that simultaneously provides spatial
awareness of the remote circumstances, e.g., via motion parallax,
and viewpoint flexibility, e.g., to achieve a closer view or a different
perspective to help address occlusions of the doctor’s view.
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Figure 1: Conceptual sketch of 3D medical consultation. Left: technician in the field with camera rig. Middle: Surgeons in the hospital
view dynamic 3D reconstructions. Right: A doctor away from the
hospital uses a tracked PDA. (Sketch by Andrei State.)

camera unit (a), a portable compute cluster (b), and two consultant display device paradigms: a head-tracked stereo and autostereo
station (c) and the tracked PDA (d). The latter is also shown in
Figure 4. During operation the compute cluster (b) receives images from the portable camera unit (a) at 15 frames per second and
uses a GPU-based view-dependent 3D reconstruction [26] to render
proper images for the stereo/autostereo displays (c) or the tracked
PDA (d). The tracked PDA component consists of a Toshiba e800
PDA; a PDA Server/Tracking Client; a Tracking Server; and a PDA
Client. The PDA Server has a complete representation of the reconstructed data and receives the estimated pose of the PDA from the
Tracking Server over the network. It then renders a view of the most
recent reconstruction from the estimated viewpoint and compresses
the view to send to the PDA. (The client/server components may be
run on the same or separate machines.) The PDA Client receives
compressed images and displays them, as well as relaying user input to the server, such as thumbwheel-controlled field-of-view.
Patient Site

Remote Consultant

c

P ROTOTYPE S YSTEM

As shown in Figure 2, our current prototype 3D medical consultation (3DMC) system consists of multiple components that would be
associated either with the remote patient or the doctor: a portable
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Figure 2: Our proof-of-concept 3DMC prototype, with patient site
components on the left and remote consultant components on the
right: (a) portable camera unit with eight Firewire cameras and highfrequency area lights; (b) compute cluster; (c) a transportable consultant viewing station with 2D and 3D (head tracked or autostereo)
displays; (d) a tracked PDA mobile display.
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E XPLORING T RACKED PDA PARADIGMS

Here we present a brief historical account of the progression of
experiments and realizations surrounding our exploration of the
tracked PDA paradigm.
3.1

Absolute One-Handed Paradigm

We initially envisioned having to solve the general problem of
tracking the PDA with respect to the world. That difficult problem has, and continues to be, the subject of interesting work, generally targeted at outdoor Augmented Reality, where the visualization target is (or is embedded in) the world around the user
[22, 2, 9, 15, 27]. The idea was to position the dynamic 3D reconstruction of the patient at some fixed place in front of the doctor,
allowing them to physically walk around to view the patient from
different perspectives, moving the PDA closer and farther away to
effectively zoom in and out.
To explore this scenario we simply attached a HiBall-3000TM
tracking system sensor to the Toshiba e800. Using the real-time
pose information we streamed view-dependent imagery of a 3D
reconstruction of a human patient model to the PDA. While the
prototype functioned properly, our exploration brought to light several unforeseen issues. The biggest issue was related to using the
“magic lens” to find the remote (virtual) reconstruction in the real
world. We would gesture and tell the users where the patient was
situated (virtually), and yet they would still spend quite a bit of
time sweeping the PDA view around the tracked space, searching
for the patient. If the user momentarily moved the PDA away, they
would get “lost” and once again have to search the virtual space
for the patient. A second issue was related to the ergonomics of
the paradigm: the users could not effectively use the system while
sitting down, without restricting their views.
3.2

Relative One-Handed Paradigm

To help address the problem of getting lost we decided to mark a
place on a table that would be considered the patient, and then track
relative to that place. The idea was to give the users a concrete
notion of where the patient was. This helped, but still the user’s lost
track of the patient when they moved around to change viewpoints.
We then realized that the medical consultation scenario inherently involved visualization centered about the patient, which reduced the problem to one of tracking relative to a single nearby object, as opposed to the environment (the world). The natural proximity of this orbital paradigm reduces the tracking problem to a
more tractable short-range problem.
3.3

area, Hachet et al. also recognized the complementary benefits and
applied it to tangible map exploration [7]. Our application is similar but requires full 6 DOF (position and orientation) tracking to
visualize the streaming 3D data from any perspective.
To explore the two-handed paradigm we initially attached one
HiBall sensor to the PDA and a second to a PDA-sized metal plate
(the surrogate) as shown in Figure 3. While we were still tracking
each HiBall sensor relative to the system’s ceiling (LED strips),
we transformed the PDA-mounted sensor into the coordinate frame
of the surrogate sensor before any further processing was done, to
simulate relative tracking.

Complementary Tracking & Two-Handed Interaction

Finally it occurred to us that we could use the PDA cover (for example) as a surrogate for the patient, and allow the doctor to hold the
“patient” in one hand and to use the PDA as the “magic lens.” This
two-handed approach is complementary in that it provides a natural
way to control the viewpoint, while also relaxing the tracking requirements. The tracking would be over a short range, it could rely
on the human visual and proprioception systems to mitigate fixed
errors/offsets, and the solution could be completely self contained,
requiring no additional environmental infrastructure.
The notion of two-handed input has been around for some time,
and has been shown to be useful for certain applications [3, 12].
Similar to our circumstances, Hinckley, et al. experimented with
using a doll’s head or rubber ball and various tools as “props” for
neurosurgeons visualizing patient data [8]. While each object was
tracked relative to the world, the interaction was handled with respect to the individual objects. Hinckley found that users could
easily position their hands relative to one another quickly—a task
we all do frequently. The scenario where a doctor is holding a patient in their hand could also be considered a Worlds in Miniature
technique [14, 18]. Around the same time we began work in this

Figure 3: Max Smolens (left) and Dr. Bruce Cairns, M.D. (right) use
a HiBall-3000TM -based prototype to try the two-handed paradigm.
Dr. Cairns holds a tracked PDA in his left hand. The PDA displays
a 3D reconstruction of a medical training model. Dr. Cairns holds a
tracked “patient surrogate” in his right hand, and his relative right/lefthand pose dynamically controls the rendering viewpoint.

Our initial demonstration to medical collaborator Dr. Bruce
Cairns turned out to be very interesting and revealing. Initially he
was absolutely certain that he would not want to use the system in
the two-handed mode. He said that it would be too confusing, that
he would tend to lose the surrogate (the PDA cover), and that instead he would probably simply place the surrogate on a table and
walk around it using the PDA as a “magic lens.” However after a
few minutes of doing this with our prototype, he decided to pick up
the surrogate. Then after a few minutes of two-handed manipulation he completely changed his mind and began extoll the virtues of
the two-handed paradigm. He particularly mentioned two advantages: he didn’t have to exert as much energy to look around, and
he could see things in a way he could not in the real world. For
example, he could “flip the patient over” to get another perspective,
or to see around an occluding object (the remote technicians hands
for example). The more he used the two-handed prototype the more
enthusiastic he became about the mode of interaction.

Figure 4: Current Implementation: Surrogate with fiducial marker
(left) is tracked using a camera mounted on the PDA (middle).

3.4 Vision-Based Prototype
After using the HiBall tracking system to experiment with the twohanded paradigm, we developed a prototype using a vision-based
tracking approach, with a camera on the PDA and a visual fiducial
(marker) on the physical patient surrogate (Figure 4).
Our current implementation uses a gray-scale PointGrey DragonFly 640×480 camera mounted on the Toshiba e800 PDA. The
camera is connected to the Tracker Server via a Firewire cable,
which uses ArToolKit [1] to locate the fiducial and compute the relative pose of the surrogate attached to it. We currently obtain new
pose estimates at about 8 to 11 frames a second, limited primarily
by the network bandwidth.
The current prototype is not truly portable because of the camera link to a computer (laptop), so we plan on implementing the
tracking on a PDA with a built in camera in the future. Wagner
and Schmalstieg have ported and optimized ArToolKit for PDAs,
and although their early results indicated that the primary bottleneck was frame capture, new PDAs and mobile phones appear to
be better suited to video rate capture [20, 21, 7].
4 D ISCUSSION
Using a vision-based tracker such as ARToolKit has many advantages, not least of which is the system simplicity, where robust offthe-shelf hardware can be used. Cell phones are now commonly
equipped with cameras and are also increasing in computational
power and display size, presenting another possible platform for
development [10]. However we are concerned about the need for
very robust tracking under diverse lighting conditions, something
that vision-based approaches in general can have difficulty in providing. For example, ArToolKit uses a fixed binary thresholding,
which can work well in conjunction with a camera that self-adjusts
brightness and/or shutter speed, but this has its limits. And while
ARTag [4] offers significant advantages, the basic paradigm is still
passive optical, and thus relies on appropriate lighting and a clear
line of sight.
As a result, we are also investigating other tracking mechanisms
using an active surrogate. Making the surrogate active (powered)
offers opportunities to improve the optical signal-to-noise ratio and
reduce computation. The simplest form of active tracking we are
considering is to embed flashing LEDs in the surrogate [11], and
observe these using a built in PDA camera. This would not require
additional sampling hardware attached to the PDA, unlike other potential solutions, but it is still limited to operating at video rates (at
best), and requires PDA-based image processing. Another alternative would be to use the same setup on the surrogate, but to equip
the PDA with an analog position-sensing device such as a Lateral

Effect Photodiode (LEPD). Using a dark-light-dark detection of the
change in centroid produced by flashing LEDs, the pose of the surrogate could be computed in a fashion similar to that used in the HiBall. With narrow band filtering on the LEPD, this solution should
be much more robust to changes in lighting. It might be possible to
implement this using the built-in microphone (analog) input on the
PDA for analog-digital conversion, or by adding a card-based AD
converter.
While it should be possible to design a “grip” that will reduce
the likelihood of users occluding optical fiducial patterns or LEDs,
it is still possible a user (consultant) will do so while they are busy
trying to help save someones life. As such, another solution we
are interested in pursuing is short-range magnetic tracking, which
would provide relative immunity to occlusion sensor views. Magnetic tracking has traditionally required bulky, energy hungry field
generators and fairly large sensors, but there are now sensors available that fit within blood vessels.1 Comparatively little work has
been done to miniaturize the field generator, but our application requires a relatively small tracked volume and can tolerate reduced
accuracy as long as tracking remains robust. Yet another alternative
would be to use an acoustic approach such as in [19]. The PDA
cover could have a small battery, a pseduo-random signal generator, and four small speakers embedded in it. The PDA could use
the built-in microphone to simultaneously acquire the four CDMA
(code division multiple access) signals, or separate microphones
could be added similar to the LEPD case (above).
Of course making the surrogate active (powered) will lose some
of the simplicity associated with a passive vision-based approach.
For example, an active surrogate will require power and electronics,
introducing issues such as recharging or replacing batteries at regular intervals. The surrogate also becomes harder to replace if lost,
compared to a printed fiducial pattern glued to a PDA cover. These
are tradeoffs we can better grapple with once we have a concrete
working active prototype for comparison.
No matter what the approach to tracking, as mentioned earlier
we believe that with a human in the loop controlling the viewpoint,
small anomalies will be naturally and unconsciously compensated
for: the user will just continue to move the PDA until the display
presents the desired view.
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